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About
Event

Dentalnnovate, an exclusive event hosted by Liaquat College of Medicine and
Dentistry and organized by Badar Expo Solution, is set to redefine the landscape of
dentistry in Pakistan.This prestigious event aims to foster innovation, collaboration,
and excellence within the dental community, offering an unparalleled platform for
dental professionals, researchers, students, and industry leaders to showcase their
expertise and engage in meaningful dialogue.



CHEIF ORGANIZER 

Principal LCMD (COD)

Prof. Dr. Navid
Rashid
Qureshi 

As Principal of Liaquat College of Medicine and Dentistry(COD), I am
excited to welcome participants and guests to the upcoming
Dentalnnovvate event, hosted by our college and organized by Badar
Expo Solution. This prestigious event promises to be a showcase of
exceptional dental talent and innovation, drawing professionals from
across Pakistan. It serves as a platform for advancing dental practices
and fostering collaboration among the brightest minds in our field. I am
confident that the interactions and insights gained here will lead to
significant advancements in dental care, enhancing patient outcomes
and professional development alike. We are proud to facilitate this
gathering and eagerly anticipate its contributions to the dental
community.



Event
Team

Prof. Dr.
Tahera Ayub
Secretary 

Dr. Rizwan
Hassan 
Co-Secretary  

Prof. Dr. Navid
Rashid Qureshi 
Chief Organizer



Event
Overview:

Dentalnnovate marks a historic occasion as the first-ever

huge healthcare conference to encompass all four

provinces of Pakistan. This landmark event brings

together dental professionals and enthusiasts from

Punjab, Sindh, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Balochistan and  

Gilgit , fostering collaboration, knowledge exchange, and

unity within the dental community.

6

OBJECTIVES:

Promote innovation and creativity in dentistry.
Facilitate knowledge exchange and collaboration
among dental professionals.
Recognize and celebrate excellence in the field.
Provide networking opportunities for industry
stakeholders.



E V E N T  P R O P O S A L

Event
Venue



E V E N T  P R O P O S A L

Event
Details

POSTER COMPETITION TABLE CLINIC SCIENTIFIC PAPER 

QUIZ COMPETITION REELS COMPETITION  SHORT FILM COMPETITION 



  EVENT

  CATEGORY

  DATE
  

  TIME
  

  POSTER/E-POSTER COMPETITION
  

  21ST, MAY  2024
  

  01:30 PM - 4:00 PM
  

  TABLE CLINIC COMPETITION
  

  21ST MAY , 2024
  

  01:30 PM - 04:00 PM
  

  SYMPOSIUM AND SCIENTIFIC PAPER
  PRESENTATION

  

  22ND MAY , 2024
  

  09:30 AM - 03:00 PM
  

  QUIZ COMPETITION
  

  22ND MAY , 2024
  

  03:00 AM - 04:30 PM
  

  INAUGURAL DENTAL FILM FEST 
  

  23RD MAY , 2024
  

  10:00 AM - 01:00 PM
  

  PRIZE DISTRIBUTION CEREMONY
  

   23RD MAY , 2024
  

  02:00 PM - 04:00 PM
 

E V E N T  P R O P O S A L

Event
Dates 



ILLUMINATING INNOVATION IN
DENTAL RESEARCH

POSTER/E-POSTER
COMPETITION 



Dr. Iqra Ali 

POSTER
COMPETITION  TEAM

Dr. Sadaf 
Asrar  
Team Lead 
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Dr. Samreen
Malik  
Member  

Dr. Asma
Shahid   
Member  

Dr. Anam
Iqbal 

Dr. Samir
Azeem  

Member  

Member  

Member  



COMPETITION
DETAILS 

This competition, titled "Illuminating Innovation in
Dental Research Poster Competition," invites
researchers, students, and professionals in the field of
dentistry to showcase cutting-edge research and
advancements. It will take place on 21st May,2024  at
Karachi Expo Center, bringing together participants
from across Pakistan's provinces. Participants can
choose between traditional physical poster
presentations or a cutting-edge e-poster competition,
with each category judged separately. The theme for
this year's competition is "Illuminating Innovation in
Dental Research," emphasizing the pursuit of
innovative approaches, technologies, and discoveries
that can revolutionize dental care and improve oral
health outcomes. With each province poised to
present 20 groundbreaking posters, the event
promises to be a showcase of years of dedicated
research and innovation.
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Undergraduates and post graduates dental students and faculty 

Participation in research poster competition shall be subject to

prior acceptance of the abstract.

Participants must be registered for the conference.

Completed original research or case report.

A poster may be presented by a minimum of one maximum of three

members 
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

200-250 words abstract in a continuous text with headings

The word count does not include the title and names of the

authors 

The title must be flush to the left of the page written in asentence

case 

Double spacing following the title 

Authors name in upper and lower case 

Authors and their institutions must be linked by number 

Abstract must not contain any references , tables or figures 

ABSTRACT FORMAT :

DENTALNNOVATE-2024: EVENT DETAILS 

GUIDELINES   



Posters must be submitted in electronic format (PDF).

Poster Size: 36 x 48 inches  dimension

Poster Font:  Times New Roman

Poster font size: body text should not be less than 24 while

heading can be up to 40 make sure to keep the document

uniform by keeping the heading and body text font size similar

throughout. Title font size can be kept up to 60.

Content: Include sections such as Title, Authors, Name of

institute of Investigators, Introduction, Aim & objectives

Methods, Results, Conclusion and References (Vancouver

style).

Poster should incorporate illustrative material; like tables ,

graphs and photographs ( avoid humorous pictures)

Language: Posters must be in English.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

POSTER FORMAT:
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Posters must be submitted in electronic format (PDF).

Poster Font: Times New Roman

Content: Include sections such as Title, Authors, Name of

institute of Investigators, Introduction, Aim & objectives

Methods, Results, Conclusion and References (Vancouver

style).

Poster should incorporate illustrative material; like tables,

graphs and photographs ( avoid humorous pictures)

For the e-poster, only one slide of the ppt is needed. MS

PowerPoint is recommended to prepare a poster in 16:9

size.

Make sure your fonts are large enough for people to read.

For readability, use dark-coloured text printed on a white

or pastel background.  

With your power point presentation add a 3minute voice

over explaining your research findings.

Please name your file in the following format: e.g.

(Presenter Name - College name).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

GUIDELINES:
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GUIDELINES FOR E-POSTER
COMPETITION 



PAPER POSTER CATEGORY:

Grand Prize (1st Position): A Stunning Reward of PKR 100,000 awaits
the Most Innovative Poster!

1st Runner Up: Shine Bright with a Reward of PKR 75,000!

2nd Runner Up: Stand Tall with a Reward of PKR 50,000!

DENTALNNOVATE-2024: EVENT DETAILS 

1.

2.

5.

Only corresponding participants will be notified through email about

the status of the poster 

Jury is comprised of international and national judges where 30% are

international jury evaluating the posters online, 30% jury will be

selected from every college while 40% jury is pre-selected subject

specialist to ensure transparency and avoid biasness.

 EVALUATION AND JUDGING CRITERIA :

1.

2.

3.

PRIZES :

E-POSTER CATEGORY:

Grand Prize (1st Position): Claim the Limelight and PKR 100,000 for
Your Outstanding E-poster!

1st Runner Up: Spark Recognition and win  PKR 75,000!

2nd Runner Up: Illuminate Your Achievements and  win  PKR 50,000!



ILLUMINATING INNOVATION IN
DENTAL RESEARCH

TABLE CLINIC  
COMPETITION 



TABLE CLINIC
COMPETITION  TEAM

Dr. Saim Siddiqui
Team Lead 

Dr.  Anas
Kamran 

Member  

Dr. Wajida
Jawed
Member  

Dr.Arifa
Haque 
Member  

DENTALNNOVATE-2024: EVENT DETAILS

Dr. Tauseef
Ahmed 
Member  

Member  



PURPOSE  

The purpose of the Table Clinic presentations is to
provide dental professionals with valuable insights
into clinical or practice management topics
relevant to their field. These presentations aim to
deliver information in a simple, direct, and
engaging manner, fostering learning and
professional development. By inviting viewers to
ask questions at the end of each presentation, the
event encourages interaction and knowledge-
sharing among participants. The selection of Table
Clinic presentations is based on the provided
synopsis, ensuring that each presentation meets
the criteria for relevance, clarity, and educational
value. Participants whose presentations qualify will
be notified through mail or contact information
provided, further fostering engagement and
participation in the event.
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One to four student presenters accompanied by one to two faculty members

(optional) of their respective colleges are allowed for each table clinic.

Student table clinics will be conducted on 21st May,2024 from 01:30PM-04:00PM. You

will be required to set your table clinic a day prior to the competition to avoid any

inconveniences.

Attendees will circulate throughout the space to view the table clinics, listen to oral

presentations and interact with the student presenters.

Table clinics should present information in an interesting and educational way using

display materials, handouts and an oral presentation.

Student presenters should remain with their table clinic for the entire session.

Student presenters should be prepared to make an oral presentation not to exceed 5

minutes, answer questions and engage in discussion with the attendees.

Table clinics should not be left unattended. Table clinic materials must be removed

promptly at the end of the session.

One 3 x 3 foot covered table will be provided for each table clinic. All display

materials must be confined to the top of the table. Display materials may not be

placed on floor, in aisles or affixed to walls.

Professional attire is required. Casual attire is not acceptable.

Trade names on products and or instruments must be covered. Drugs must be

identified by their generic or chemical formula, rather than by commercial trade name.

Advertising matter, commercial promotion, and solicitation of sales of any type are

prohibited.

The use of patients or live models for treatment or demonstration purposes is not

permitted. The use of sound devices of any type is not permitted.

A panel of judges will score your oral presentation, visual media and innvativity of your

table clinic.

Table clinic will be short listed on the basis of Synopsis if it meets our predetermined

requirements 

1.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

GUIDELINES:
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GUIDELINES FOR TABLE
CLINIC



TABLE CLINIC  CATEGORY:

Grand Prize (1st Position): Unveil Your Innovation and Win PKR
100,000!

1st Runner Up: Display Excellence and win  PKR 75,000!

2nd Runner Up: Showcase Your Skills and Earn PKR 50,000!

DENTALNNOVATE-2024: EVENT DETAILS

1.

2.

5.

1.

2.

3.

4.

PRIZES :



OPTIMIZING DENTAL
PRACTICES 



OPTIMIZING DENTAL PRACTICES:
SCIENTIFIC SESSION  ORGANIZING
TEAM

Dr. Amna
Rehman 
Team Lead 

Dr. Tauseef
Ahmed 
Member  

Dr. Amna
Afridi 
Member  

Dr. Araib
Tahir   
Member  
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Dr.  Tazeen
Zehra  
Member  

Dr. Afshan
Faizan 
Member  



PURPOSE  
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Conducting a scientific session with top dental
surgeons from across Pakistan to cover
precision dentistry and new innovations will
provide a platform for sharing cutting-edge
research, techniques, and best practices among
peers, fostering professional growth and
advancement in the field. The Attendees can
earn continuing education credits by
participating in lectures, and discussions,
ensuring they stay updated on the latest
advancements and techniques in dentistry.
Engaging with leaders in precision dentistry will
inspire attendees to enhance their skills, pursue
further education, and optimize their general
dental practice. This contributes to the growth
and advancement of dentistry in Pakistan.



Each presenter will be given 10 minutes to present.

Presentation should not extend more than 15 slides

Not more than 7 lines in a single slide 

Font size (Heading= 36, Text= 24)

Font style= Arial

Background= white, Text= Black

Avoid using red font color

Clear pictures/graphs/tables

1.

3.

4.

5.

GUIDELINES:
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GUIDELINES FOR NEXT
GEN. PRESENTATION:

CONTENT AND DESIGN:
Focus on Key Points: Distill your paper's essence into concise slides. Aim for 5-7 bullet

points with keywords per slide, not full sentences.

Start with a Title Slide: Include your paper title, authors, affiliations, and maybe a relevant

image.

Structure your Slides logically:

Introduction (1-2 slides): Briefly introduce the research area and problem.

Research Question/Hypothesis (1 slide): Clearly state your research focus.

Methods (1-2 slides): Briefly explain your methodology (without excessive detail). Use

flowcharts or diagrams if helpful.

Results (3-5 slides): Showcase your key findings with clear visuals like graphs, charts, and

high-quality images.

Discussion (1-2 slides): Explain the meaning of your results, highlight important findings,

and relate them back to the research question.

Conclusion (1 slide): Summarize the main takeaways and significance of your research.

DELIVERY:Don't read the slides: Use them as prompts and talking points and Practice with

your slides to ensure smooth transitions and time management.



QUIZ-A-THON
A CEREBRAL CLASH OF  DENTAL LUMINARIES UNFOLDS AT QUIZ COMPETITION 



QUIZ COMPETITION
TEAM

Dr. Amna
Rehman 

Dr.  Tauseef
Ahmed 
Member  

Dr. Amna
Afridi 
Member  

Dr. Araib
Tahir   
Member  
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Dr. Tazeen
Zehra   
Team Lead

Dr. Afshan
Faizan 
Member  

Member  



PURPOSE  

The purpose of the Quiz-a-thon  is to challenge
and showcase the knowledge, expertise, and
quick thinking of participants in the field of
dentistry. By engaging in a spirited competition,
the event aims to promote learning,
camaraderie, and professional development
among dental professionals, students, and
enthusiasts. Additionally, the quiz serves as a fun
and interactive platform to reinforce key
concepts, explore emerging trends, and
celebrate the depth of knowledge within the
dental community.
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3rd year and Final year students

To participate in quiz competition, focal person of the college is requested to

contact on the given email id for team registration

Team Composition: Each participating college may enter only one team into

the competition. Team should consist of two participant, one from each year of

the same college.1.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE:

GUIDELINES FOR QUIZ
COMPETITION

QUIZ COMPETITION   CATEGORY:

 Grand Prize (1st Position): Claim Victory and PKR 100,000 in the
Battle of Minds!

 1st Runner Up: Secure Recognition and win  PKR 75,000!

2nd Runner Up: Showcase Your Knowledge and earn  PKR 50,000!

2.

5.

PRIZES :

MCQs, Spot diagnosis/Identification of instrument/equipment
Quiz will encompass all the basic and clinical dental subjects.

FORMAT OF QUIZ 



THE INAUGURAL DENTAL FILM
FEST 

REELS/SHORT FILMS/
PODCASTS COMPETITION

A CINEMATIC CELEBRATION



Dr. Sabaa
Shahid  

EVENT TEAM

Dr. Rizwan Hassan 
Chairperson Online
Academic Committee 
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Prof. Dr. Uzma
Zareef 

Advisory 
Online Committee  

Dr. Duaa 
Ali  
Content Writer 

Dr. Ashhad
Khan 
Guest
Coordinator 

Dr. Nousheen
Zehra 
Marketing
Specialist

Visual Content
Advisory 

Dr. Mariam
Umoodi  
Social Media
Manager 



ABOUT EVENT

The Health Care Expo, organized by Badar Expo
Olution and hosted by Liaquat College of Medicine
and Dentistry (LCMD), is thrilled to announce its
inaugural Short Film and Reel Competition, slated for
the 23rd  of May, 2024, at the prestigious Karachi
Expo Centre. Calling all dentists across Pakistan! This
event aims to unite dental professionals from every
corner of the country, inviting them to explore the
captivating world of dentistry through the medium of
cinema. Join us for an exciting celebration where
creativity meets expertise, promising an enriching
experience like never before. It's your chance to
showcase your talent, connect with peers, and
immerse yourself in the magic of storytelling. Don't
miss this unique opportunity to be part of a
groundbreaking event that celebrates the artistry and
innovation within the dental community!
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PURPOSE

The competition aims to provide a
comprehensive platform for dental
professionals, students, and enthusiasts to
engage in meaningful dialogue, showcase
their creative talents, and contribute to the
promotion of ethical practices and oral
health awareness. The vision of this event is
to inspire and unite the dental community
through the power of innovative cinematic
storytelling. By showcasing captivating
dental-themed short films and reels, we aim
to celebrate the artistry, creativity, and
importance of dentistry while fostering
collaboration and innovation within the field.
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Open to all dental professionals, including Dental students,  

Faculty members, Trainees, Residents, Clinicians, and Dental

consultants: All welcome across Pakistan

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE :

Snapshots of Smiles: Short Reels (Up to 60 seconds in

length)

1.

Dental Diaries: Short Films/Podcasts (Up to 4 minutes,

including branding)

2.

CATEGORIES FOR OUR
DENTAL FILM FEST!
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REELS THEME:
Behind the Scenes: The Dentist Story/ Life Beyond the Clinic
Capture the heart-warming tales of dentists beyond their clinics, showcasing their roles as loving

parents, dedicated homemakers, or any other intriguing aspect of their lives behind the scenes.

Passion Projects: Exploring Dentistry through Unexpected
Eyes

Showcase your unique perspective on dentistry, whether as an artist, photographer, or any other

hobbyist, and unveil the unseen beauty of oral care from unexpected angles.

SHORT FILM/PODCAST  THEME:

Dentist's Day Off
When a dentist finally takes a break, chaos ensues as dental dilemmas follow them

everywhere, turning their day off into a whirlwind of unexpected oral adventures.

Ethical Dilemmas in Dentistry
Explore the shades of morality in dentistry as characters confront ethical dilemmas with

integrity, conscience, and consequence

Dental Dilemmas & Tunes
Your go-to podcast for hilarious tales from the dental world, sprinkled with catchy tunes and

quirky anecdotes to keep you smiling!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

THEMES AND OBJECTIVES :

Event Proposal DENTALNNOVATE-2024 :EVENT DETAILSS



GUIDELINES AND REGULATIONS FOR REEL/SHORT FILM
COMPETITION:

 Duration: Reels should be a maximum of 60 seconds in length (For

Reels) and 4 minutes in length (For Short Films).

 Content: ·Submissions must adhere to the specified themes

 Originality: Submissions must be original creations of the

participants. Plagiarism will result in disqualification.

Format: Reels should be of high quality (HD Format) with aspect Ratio

of 16:9 (Short Films)

Language: Reels can be in any language but must include English

subtitles if the dialogue is in a language other than English or Urdu.

Team Member Names: All team members involved in the creation of

the reel must be credited either within the reel.

Copyrighted Material: Participants must have the necessary

permissions for any copyrighted material used in their reels (e.g.,

music, images).

Disqualification: The organizers reserve the right to disqualify any

entry that violates the rules or fails to meet the submission

requirements.

No Branding, Political, or Religious Discussion: Reels must not

contain any overt branding, political messages, or religious

discussions.

 Rights: By submitting a reel, participants grant the organizers the

right to use their entry for promotional purposes related to the event.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

RULES AND REGULATIONS :
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GUIDELINES AND REGULATIONS FOR PODCAST :
Duration: Podcasts should not exceed 4 minutes in length, including

credits.

Content: ·Submissions must adhere to the specified themes

Originality: Submissions must be original creations of the participants.

Plagiarism will result in disqualification.

Participants: . Each podcast must include a minimum of three

participants, including at least one senior faculty member (Assistant

Professor and above).

Format: Reels should be of high quality (HD Format) with aspect Rat io

of 16:9 (Short Films)

Language: Reels can be in any language but must include English

subtitles if the dialogue is in a language other than English or Urdu.

Institute Details: The institute's logo and name must be clearly stated

and audible in the podcast.

Team Member Names: All team members involved in the creation of

the podcast must be credited.

 Disqualification: The organizers reserve the right to disqualify any

entry that violates the rules or fails to meet the submission

requirements.

No Branding, Political, or Religious Discussion: Podcasts must not

contain any overt branding, political messages, or religious

discussions.

Rights: By submitting a podcast, participants grant the organizers the

right to use their entry for promotional purposes related to the event.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

RULES AND REGULATIONS :
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Participants are required to submit their entries through the

designated online platform available at www.lcmd.edu.pk.

Submission forms will be provided on the platform with fields for

necessary details and upload options for video files.

Submissions should include a brief description of the film,

highlighting its theme, storyline, and key elements.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

$750

$660

$305

$210

$260

SUBMISSION PROCESS :
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The link for submission will be disseminated by the 23rd of April, 2024,

allowing participants ample time to prepare and submit their entries.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Creativity and Originality

Storytelling and Narrative

Technical Quality (cinematography, editing, sound design, etc.)

Impact on society

Overall Presentation

JUDGING CRITERIA :
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A grading rubric will be shared with the judging panel to ensure

consistency in evaluation.

The judging panel will review all submissions and shortlist the top 10

short reels and 10 short films/Poodcast based on the evaluation

criteria.

The shortlisted participants will be informed five days prior to the

event and are required to attend the competition on the day of the

event.

Selected contestants are expected to attend the event in person on

the designated day. However, it should be noted that the organizers

will not provide any financial assistance for travel expenses.

 EVALUATION AND JUDGING CRITERIA :

1.

2.

3.

Shortlisted participants for both categories (10 short reels and 10
short films/Podcasts) are required to be present on the day of the
event.
Their videos will be displayed during the event, and a panel of
judges will evaluate them using the provided grading rubric.
The top winners in both categories will be selected based on the
judges' evaluations during the event.

SHORTLISTED PARTICIPANTS'
ATTENDANCE AND EVALUATION:
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1.

2.

3.

4.

PRIZES :

1.

2.

FOR SHORT FILM/PODCAST CATEGORY:
-Grand Prize: Unleash Your Creativity and Win a

Whopping PKR 200,000
-2nd Prize: Shine on the Silver Screen with PKR 100,000!
- 3rd Prize: Make Your Story Heard and Win PKR 75,000!

FOR REELS CATEGORY
- Grand Prize: Capture Hearts and Minds with PKR

100,000!
- 2nd Prize: Showcase Your Talent and Win PKR 75,000!

- 3rd Prize: Create Impact and Win PKR 50,000!

AUDIENCE CHOICE AWARDS:
Be the Crowd Favorite: Win Hearts and PKR 50,000!

Note: These prizes will be awarded to the winners during the event ceremony.



PRIZE DISTRIBUTION
CEREMONY 

HONORING DENTAL STARS
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1.

2.

3.

4.

PRIZES :

1.

2.

PAPER POSTER CATEGORY:

Grand Prize (1st Position): A Stunning Reward of PKR 100,000 awaits
the Most Innovative Poster!

1st Runner Up: Shine Bright with a Reward of PKR 75,000!

2nd Runner Up: Stand Tall with a Reward of PKR 50,000!

5.

1.

2.

3.

E-POSTER CATEGORY:

Grand Prize (1st Position): Claim the Limelight and PKR 100,000 for
Your Outstanding E-poster!

1st Runner Up: Spark Recognition and win  PKR 75,000!

2nd Runner Up: Illuminate Your Achievements and earn PKR 50,000!

TABLE CLINIC  CATEGORY:

Grand Prize (1st Position): Unveil Your Innovation and Win PKR
100,000!

1st Runner Up: Display Excellence and win  PKR 75,000!

2nd Runner Up: Showcase Your Skills and Earn PKR 50,000!

5.



PRIZES :

QUIZ COMPETITION   CATEGORY:

 Grand Prize (1st Position): Claim Victory and PKR 100,000 in the
Battle of Minds!

 1st Runner Up: Secure Recognition and win  PKR 75,000!

2nd Runner Up: Showcase Your Knowledge and earn  PKR 50,000!

5.

SHORT FILMS:

Grand Prize: Unleash Your Creativity and Win a Whopping PKR
200,000!

2nd Prize: Shine on the Silver Screen with PKR 100,000!

3rd Prize: Make Your Story Heard and Win PKR 75,000!

SHORT FILMS:

REELS:

Grand Prize: Capture Hearts and Minds with PKR 100,000!

2nd Prize: Showcase Your Talent and Win PKR 75,000!

3rd Prize: Make Your Story Heard and Win PKR 75,000!
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1.

2.

3.

4.

MORE EXCITEMENT  :

1.

2.

5.

1.

2.

3.

5.

In addition to these incredible cash prizes, all participants across
Pakistan will be honored with:

Shields
Certificates of Participation(Online)
Medals
Badges
And many more exciting surprises!

In addition to the captivating prizes for participants, Dentalnnovate
proudly acknowledges the invaluable contributions of various individuals
and teams who make this event a resounding success.

Evaluating Teams, Judges, and Online Judges:
• Distinguished Shields: Each member of the evaluating teams, including
students, faculty, and house officers, will be honored with a
commemorative shield recognizing their commitment to excellence in
evaluation.
• Certificates of Appreciation: Judges from different colleges and our
esteemed panel of online judges will receive certificates of appreciation
for their invaluable expertise and dedication to fair judgment.
  
Shortlisted Participants:
• Acknowledgment Certificates: Participants whose submissions are
shortlisted for consideration will be awarded certificates acknowledging
their outstanding contributions to the competition.
Organizers and Volunteers:
• Gratitude Shields: The diligent organizers and dedicated volunteers
who tirelessly work behind the scenes to ensure the success of
Dentnnovate will be honored with special shields as tokens of gratitude
for their exemplary service.

SPECIAL RECOGNITION:



1.

2.

3.

4.

Thank You

DENTALNNOVATE 
 Igniting Innovation in Dentistry Across Pakistan


